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Earthplace is now a beehive of program activity seven days a week with visitors enjoying the trails from dawn to dusk. Our continued top-line revenue growth from programs and individual contributors has enabled us to complete multiple projects that will benefit visitors for years to come. I am especially grateful to the Board, staff and volunteers who helped us to finish off an impressive array of projects and initiatives. Our front lobby has been redesigned and refreshed; our three entrance gardens are now home to beautiful donated native plantings; the pond education platform is finished and in daily use by students and visitors; and our two new trails, Wolf and Foxtail, add new circuit routes for our hikers.

• Over the Finish Line. After two years of planning, we managed to bundle a group of energy saving initiatives into a funding model that resulted in only a small out-of-pocket expense. We now have a significant solar installation, all new LED lighting, 15 wireless controlled Thermostatic zones, four new fresh air handlers for the Preschool, and two state of the art heat pumps! We have many suppliers to thank, including the CT Green Bank for helping us reach 68% renewable energy use and provide an award winning showcase for area businesses and homeowners alike.

• No Fear. I recently visited the neighborhood where I grew up, and it was all cleaned up. Gone were the prickly bushes, overgrown fields, tangled vines, and hidden bogs that could suck your shoes off. But, the long remembered opportunities for childhood adventure were missing. In contrast, this past year Earthplace has added selected sites around our campus where kids can test themselves and play within their own self controls. We now have safe areas for tree climbing, fort building, stream crossing and the occasional mud fight. We value opportunities for fun and adventure in our shared community backyard.

• Expanding our Reach. Playing well and sharing with others is an important childhood lesson which translates at the community level where we look to combine resources to create richer results. We were pleased to collaborate on programs with the Sherwood Island Nature Center, Wakeman Town Farm and the Nature Conservancy. Our Earthplace Festival and Winterfest now attract thousands to our site, our K-5 afterschool program tripled in size, and the Earthplace Summer Camp set enrollment records—all exciting results from a mission perspective.

We are so very grateful to our many supporters who continue to give generously and in so many ways. Financially, we are on solid footing as we continue to balance needed improvements with sustainable growth. We invite you to come by for a visit and let your inner Nature Boy or Nature Girl spring back to life at Earthplace!

See you on the trails,

Tony McDowell
Executive Director
It is with our deepest thanks that Earthplace recognizes and honors each and every donor to our Annual Fund. With your support, we become partners together in our vision of building a community where conscious regard for the natural world guides individual action. All gifts listed are from July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016. We have made every effort to be accurate and hope you will contact us if you see errors or omissions.
In Fiscal Year 2016, we improved our financial performance with a year-over-year revenue gain of $155,223 and an operating surplus of $103,846 before depreciation. Our financial position and flexibility were enhanced by a one-time gift which allowed us to complete several small capital projects and strengthen our working capital reserves; and by strong attendance growth across our programs. Our percentage of earned income kept pace with our overall revenue growth, and 78% of our expenses were allocated to program delivery—both good signs of program health. Maintenance of our nature sanctuary and much of our nature programing depend on public and private contributions and the generous support of our many volunteers.

EARTHPLACE REVENUE: $2,262,753 Audited

EARTHPLACE EXPENSES: $2,158,907 Audited
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Thank you to our members who help us every day to build a passion in our community for nature and the environment through education, experience and action. All members listed were active during our fiscal year, from July 1, 2015 - June 30, 2016. We have made every effort to be accurate and hope you will contact us if you see errors or omissions.
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Event Attendees

Our major fundraisers are crucial to helping us build revenue and affinity for Earthplace. We offer the sincerest of thanks to everyone who has supported our efforts by attending one of our events. We have made every effort to be accurate in listing all attendees and hope you will contact us if you see errors or omissions.
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Board listed was current at the end of our fiscal year, on June 30, 2016
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Earthplace by the Numbers
July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016

HARBOR WATCH:
208 unique testing sites on 16 waterways in 14 towns in Southwestern CT
7 presentations of Harbor Watch data at 3 conferences across the East
49 student interns (high school and college) trained in water quality research

TRAILS:
42 native plant species placed in gardens to benefit pollinators
8 freshwater mussels discovered by summer campers in Stony Brook
5 pileated woodpeckers living in the sanctuary
5 pairs of snowshoes now available for public use

ANIMAL HALL:
50 hissing cockroaches multiplied to become 500
1 snake that outgrew its tank
1 American Bald Eagle (Chatty) consumed 1400 lbs. of rodents and fish
1 domestic rabbit (Barley) logged 54 hours in school programs

NATURE PROGRAMS:
40% enrollment increase in after school nature programming
1 beehive installed for observation in Natureplace
5 teens hired as Natureplace summer Docents
2500+ students in K-8 school outreach programs

PRESCHOOL AND CAMP:
103 times Over in the Meadow was sung in 1 school year
2 children who conquered their fear of spiders
4 shoes lost during stream walks
15 lean-to’s built and dismantled
32 tree climbing lessons
17 salamanders found and released in one day

Earthplace has received the highest rating from Charity Navigator, four stars for sound fiscal management and commitment to accountability and transparency.